The decomposition of extra-cellular multi-unit recordings 36 into single unit activity is a prerequisite for studying neuronal 
MATERIAL AND METHODS

162
We first briefly describe the ED, followed by a description of 175 Teningen, Germany. Four of the electrodes were distributed 176 equally on a circle with 2 mm distance from the central elec-177 trode using a Ben Gun electrode guide tool. ED were 178 already analyzed in a previous study (Florin et al., 2012) 
183
The microelectrodes had an impedance of around 1 184 Mduring each recording session. The signal was amplified 185 by a factor of 20 000, band-pass filtered from 220 to 3000 
198 patients with tremor, bursting activity may synchronize to 199 tremor frequency. Upon leaving the STN, background activ-200 ity suddenly drops and spiking activity either significantly 201 reduces or becomes highly regular.
202
A total of 38 STN recoding traces from six awake PD 203 patients at rest with one to four simultaneous microelec-204 trode trajectories in different recording depths were ana-205 lyzed. Some example sortings are shown in Fig. 1 .
206
The inclusion criteria for a data trace were a) a minimum 207 length of 20 s, b) no drifts in background activity, c) spiking 208 activity in the STN (based on visual inspection), and d) not 209 exceeding the dynamic range of the A/D converter. The 210 longest stable segment of a given trace was selected for 211 further analysis; the first 2 s of each recording after elec-212 trode movement were discarded. 213 Artificial data generation 214 A rigorous way to compare spike sorting methods is to test 215 them on data sets with known ground truth, i.e., we know 216 which of the spikes originate from which neuronal units. To 217 this end, we generate AD by first selecting the two most dis-218 tinct average spike waveforms from one ED trace. To 219 enhance their differences, the larger one is multiplied with 220 a factor of 1.1 so that it exhibits more pronounced peak 221 amplitudes than given in the ED. 3 We call the waveforms 222 w1 and w2. We then linearly combine w1 and w2 to obtain 223 spike pairs (u1,u2) whose similarity can be varied parame-
224
trically:
225 226 Thus, by varying λ we create data sets with different 230 degrees of similarity of the spike pairs (u1,u2), see Fig. 2A .
231
For λ = 1 we obtain u1 = w1 and u2 = w2 with u1 and u2 232 being most different. For λ = 0.5, u1 and u2 are identical.
233
We generate four AD sets, each with one spike pair (u1, 234 u2) obtained for a certain value of λ with λ = 1,0.8,0.7,0.6.
235
The corresponding data sets are called setI (λ = 1, most 236 distinct pair), setII, setIII and setIV (λ = 0.6, most similar 237 pair). The hypothesis behind this choice is that it should 238 be easier to distinguish distinct spikes than similar spikes.
239
The spike pairs are then added to background noise
240
( Fig. 2B and C) . To obtain the noise as realistic as possible,
241
we generate it from the ED, using concatenated recording 242 intervals without any spikes. We reshuffle the phase of the 243 original noise so that the power spectrum is kept constant.
244
The respective pairs of spikes (u1,u2) We generate 10 realizations for each of the four AD data 276 sets. The noise is identical for the four data sets within 277 one realization (setI to setIV) but changes between the 10 278 realizations. After inserting potential spike events, i.e., u1, 279 u2 and perturbations, into the noise, some threshold cross-280 ings vanish while some new crossings without a corre-281 sponding AD event emerge, e.g., due to possible overlaps 282 between u1, u2 and perturbations. Therefore, the spike 283 times of the ground truth are obtained as follows: (1) values (see Table 2 ).
338
In addition, these methods were applied in combination 
340 specific parameters (called VSS, TDEMS if used with a 341 scan). During such a scan, a spike sorting algorithm runs 342 repetitively for a wide range of parameter values (varied 343 by step size Δ) to identify and select the run that yields the 344 best sorting quality based on cluster quality metrics, e.g., 345 distances in feature space. TMS, KM, and StEM require 346 user intervention. To enable unsupervised clustering, KM 347 and StEM are only applied in combination with a parameter 348 scan (KMS, StEMS) which automatically computes the 349 appropriate number of clusters. Table 2 and Fig. 3 list the 350 methods that are used with a scan, as well as the corre-351 sponding parameter ranges. The idea behind performing a 352 scan and solely using PC features is to obtain user-353 independent results that can easily be reproduced and 354 compared. with a scan versus using the default parameter value.
511
Quality of spike sorting
512
We also assess the quality of our sorting results with the fol- Fig. 1 are listed in Table 3 .
543
For a consistent scaling behavior of the latter two quality 544 measures we consider 1-Di so that high IS and high 1-Di 545 values indicate well defined clusters.
Firing properties
547 To investigate the differences in the dynamical properties of 548 the single units we calculate the mean firing rate and the 549 local coefficient of variation LV (Shinomoto et al., 2003) in 550 the ED. The LV characterizes the firing regularity of a single 551 unit:
553 554
where T i is the duration of the ith ISI and n the number of 555 ISIs. LV values enable the following classification 556 (Shinomoto et al., 2003) : regular spiking for LV ∈[0,0.5], irre-557 gular for LV ∈]0.5,1], and bursty spiking for LV > 1. For this 558 analysis, only single units with more than 80 spikes and less 559 than 1% rpvs were taken into account to avoid outliers.
560
RESULTS
561
We first present the evaluation of the results obtained by 562 applying the 13 sorting algorithms to the STN recordings 563 (ED), followed by an investigation of the impact of the sort-564 ings on the dynamical properties of the resulting single 565 units. The ED sorting evaluation leaves us in doubt about 566 the best method. Therefore, we then evaluate the results 567 of applying the identical methods to the AD which allows 568 for an objective ground truth comparison. This procedure 569 enables us to finally identify the best sorting methods. For a quantitative sorting analysis we evaluate the num-598 ber of detected single units (Fig. 4A) , the percentage of 599 unsorted events (Fig. 4B) , and the percentage of refractory 600 period violations rpv (Fig. 4C) . The number of detected sin- Fig. 4B ).
5 AD were used to calibrate the IS scaling parameter to five.
The sensitivity (i.e., percentage of TP relative to the total 635 number of true spikes in TMS) and specificity (percentage 636 of TN relative to the number of unsorted events in TMS) 637 measures in Fig. 5B1 and Fig. 5B2 summarize these 638 results. We aim at both a high sensitivity (i.e., correctly clas-639 sified spikes) and a high specificity (events correctly left 640 unsorted). In total, the sensitivity varies between 44% and 641 80% (Fig. 5B1) , and the specificity between 0% and 64% 642 (Fig. 5B2) . All EM methods result in a high sensitivity, but 643 zero specificity, because they do not account for unsorted 644 events. KMS methods also yield a high sensitivity, but a 645 low specificity. VS methods result in a high specificity com-646 bined with a rather low sensitivity. Combining these two 647 measures, VSS3D seems to provide the best result, since 648 it shows the highest sensitivity of all VS methods. cates a successful sorting (cf. Fig. 4C ). as well as the fact that we might lose a lot of true spikes 706 when using TMS or VSS3D due to 39% unsorted events.
707
Moreover, all VS and KMS methods detect more single 
708 units compared to TMS. In the end, we are left with the sus-709 picion that the subjective TMS sorting and thus VSS3D 710 might, after all, not be the best methods to sort our data. 711 We therefore apply all methods again to AD which provides 712 an objectively given ground truth to compare with. To characterize the differences in the firing patterns of all 716 detected single units that result from using different sorting ing ED results (cf. Fig. 4A ).
781
EM algorithms do not account for unsorted events and
782
KMS methods leave only a very few events unsorted while 
783 VS methods yield many more unsorted events than present 784 in the ground truth (15% to 40% compared to 10%, see 785 Fig. 7B ). The percentage of unsorted events resulting from 786 TMS is mostly close to the ground truth, only setIV yields 787 more than 10% unsorted events due to a nearly impossible 788 distinction between perturbations and spikes. The major dif-789 ference to the ED results is the small amount of unsorted 790 events in the ground truth: Here, unsorted events represent 791 artifacts whereas the large amount of unsorted events in the 792 ED are mostly spikes that were left unsorted because no 793 clear assignment could be made.
794
Most methods induce a significant percentage of rpv 795 (Fig. 7C) . The percentage of rpv is larger the more similar 796 the embedded spike pairs are, as it is more difficult to sepa-797 rate similar spikes which induces sorting errors. As 798 observed for the ED, we find that methods that do not 799 account for unsorted events result in a high percentage of 800 rpv, e.g., TDEM methods with more than 3% rpv for setIII 801 and setIV. In contrast, VS methods yield mostly less than 802 1% rpv. (Fig. 8C2, cf. Fig. 7A ). tions. Hence, the doubts about VSS3D being the best sort-882 ing method for the ED are justified. Fig. 9 shows the so- portions for spikes (50%) and perturbations (50%).
889
In this case VS methods show a higher success rate than 890 KMS and TMS. Thus, the best method to sort the data 891 depends on the amount of perturbations (i.e., artifacts) 892 which are to be left unsorted.
893
DISCUSSION
894
The classification of multi-unit activity into single units is an 
902
Comparing the results of the ED to the four AD sets we find that 903 the task difficulty in the ED is most similar to setIII of the AD, i.e., 904 a hard task due to similar spike shapes.
905
We evaluate sorting methods provided by the 'Plexon Off- as well as differences in the cluster quality measures. The
928
IS is typically used to select well isolated single units, e.g., Fig. 9 . AD sorting results in dependence of the amount of perturbations. Shown are the sum of TP and TN rate of the AD setII and setIII for the sorting methods that account for unsorted events (ground truth is at one). Filled circles indicate the proportion given in the AD, i.e., 90% spikes and 10% perturbations. Open circles indicate an estimate calculated by re-normalization assuming 50% spikes and 50% perturbations. The color code represents the spike pair similarity. 
